Artist captures nature's beauty as seen in one-person exhibit 'Full Circle' in Kingston
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This month ARTBAR Gallery presents “Full Circle,” a one-person exhibit featuring Laura Gurton’s artworks inspired by
the genesis of nature in all forms. The exhibit includes paintings, digital works on paper, reliefs and sculpture relating to
the continued exploration of her series, “Unknown Species.” Gurton focuses her vision on examining nature at the
microscopic level using her signature circular forms. The artworks contain the common thread of concentric circular lines
and colors that mimic pieces of agate, rings inside of trees, mold and other patterns in nature.
“Full Circle” is a perfect example of the value of a one-person exhibit, allowing viewers an opportunity to fully appreciate
the artist’s vision. Gurton’s signature style comes through in all her artwork, echoing naturally occurring shapes that
provide the rhythms of existence and life. For instance, Gurton’s paintings from the “Unknown Species” feature
shimmering concentric circles with complex colors with organically shaped interiors. As in nature, all designs begin with
the genome, but manifest themselves in unique forms. These shapes and designs respond to artworks in three dimensions
as the artist begins to expand the designs with dimensionality, recently expanding into sculptural objects and paintings.
For instance, in “Three Dimensions, No. 3,” Gurton creates patterns that appear to be floating in
space. The shapes have grown off the surface of the painting and could be a pearlescent colony
of dwellings in another universe. Looking closer, viewers could see an influence of the
traditional Australian Aborigine artwork with patterns of dots. In the “Mandala” series on paper,
the artist has selected designs from her works to create a new circular form on paper, and
similarly, created new compositions in the “Bits and Pieces” series using sections and details
from previous paintings, creating artworks reminiscent of African trade cloth.
Visitors to the show could get lost in the dreamy paintings, some which seem like a vision of another universe. “Unknown
Species, No. 198” could be an unexplored galaxy or a microcosm under a slide. The lavender and blue in the background
makes the centered design in warm colors pop out of the painting. In “Unknown Species, No. 247,” shades of green, the
horizontal composition, and elegant patterning bring to mind Gustav Klimt.
In “Unknown Species, No. 269” Gurton paints a mandala in more somber tones of black, white, and touches of brown,
showing her artistic sense goes beyond color. The hypnotic design is painted on a 36” canvas with a larger than life
presence. Viewers may have their own interpretation of the image, but the artist commented that she “sees the shapes with
their concentric circles as a
representative for time itself,
displaying their growth like the rings in
a tree which comes with age. When
they overlap each other, they display
the passage of time in layers.”
Ultimately, “Full Circle” demonstrates
that Laura Gurton has hit her stride.
She continues to enlarge her vision
using highly expressive representation
of nature’s beauty and captures the
primary essence of these elements.
Full Circle: works by Laura Gurton
was on exhibit at ARTBAR Gallery opening with a reception during Kingston First Saturday, May 5, 5:00-9:00 p.m. and
runs through May 26, 2018. ARTBAR Gallery is located at 674 Broadway, Kingston, New York | Regular hours:
Wednesday-Thursday, 5:00-9:00 p.m.; Friday-Saturday, 2:00-10:00 p.m., Closed: Sunday-Monday-Tuesday.

